
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to all the blocks in 
the set

 Two sets of ‘building plot 
symbols’ 

 If you only have one child 
doing this session, you’ll 
need a teddy

 A selection of toy cars and 
play people

 A long roll of paper or two 
sheets of A2 taped together 
to be the ‘road’

 A chair for each ‘builder’

 Toys and materials for the 
additional activity

15–20 minutes

NEW STREET IN TOY TOWN

Note: If you only have one child doing this session, please use a teddy too and participate as a builder yourself as 
well, modelling with your language and speaking or letting your child speak for Teddy. So where it says ‘your 
child’ or ‘builder’ below, it means all the children participating, or your child, teddy and you.

New Street in Toy Town (Complex Construction to an Individual Design)

Tell your child that they have so much building experience that they are now a qualified ‘Toy Town’ architect and 
builder, and because of that, they have been invited to build a new street for families who want to move into Toy 
Town. Have each builder choose a toy car and some play people. Say: Each builder will be given a building plot 
on the street. Your job is to build a house with a garage for your play people.
Put out the paper ‘road’. Put out the symbols to identify the various building plots along the road (one plot per 
builder). Give each builder a ‘building plot symbol’, ask them to find the corresponding building plot along the 
road and to build on the plot using the blocks from their set. Designate the chairs as ‘building stores’, and have 
each builder store their blocks on the chair nearest to their ‘building plot’.

Use questions to prompt the planning and design process, for example: What sort of house do you want to build? 
Do you need a garage big enough for one car or for two? What materials do you need? How will you begin? 
Encourage the builders to work co-operatively during the building process – they can share ideas, ask for and 
offer advice, exchange building blocks etc. 

You could repeat the activity another day or after a break, to ‘fill’ the street with more houses as in the image 
above. 

Your child can create and build their own designs for houses and garages, appropriate for the task.
Your child can explain what they have built and how they built it, using a range of appropriate size 
vocabulary: big/little, long/short, wide/narrow, high/low.
Your child can work together co-operatively with others, sharing ideas and resources.

To encourage children to choose blocks purposefully
To develop communication and social skills
To reinforce knowledge of the inherent properties of the blocks as building materials
To help children link the construction of a structure to the properties of the object it houses 
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When the houses are ready, discuss possible names for the new street. Have a naming ceremony once the 
builders have reached a consensus. Organise a street party for the new residents with squares of green paper for 
lawns, toy picnic food, small tables and chair, and so on. You could tie some ribbon across the road, make a sign 
with the road name written on it and cover it with some cloth and then have the ‘Mayor of Toy Town’ cut the 
ribbon to unveil the road name. Allow time for your child to play ‘Street Party’ with the residents of Toy Town.
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Cut out each ‘building plot symbol’ separately. 
One set of symbols is for marking the plots on the road, and the other is for choosing from to give each builder one symbol. 
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